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Reagan
restricts USSR
*
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan, mixing tough talk with soft
sanctions, unveiled a series of diplomatic and aviation restrictions on
Moscow last night in response to the
downing of a South Korean airliner
and said "this crime against humanity must never be forgotten."

against this act of violence," the
statement said.
It added that the United States, with
other nations, has asked the Soviet
Union "for a full account of what
happened" when Korean Air Lines
flight 007 was lost as it was emerging
from restricted Soviet airspace.

Using a tape recording of a Soviet
pilot announcing to a ground controller that "the target is destroyed" two
minutes after a missile was launched,
Reagan demanded an accounting and
an apology from the Soviet Union.
Speaking to the nation by television
and radio from the Oval Office, the
president
referred four times to
r
'what can only be called the Korean
Air line Massacre."

THE STATEMENT said at a United
Nations Security Council meeting
Tuesday, U.S. ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick would make public the
full tape recording of the Soviet pilots'
discussions.

"Our immediate challenge to this
atrocity is to ensure that we make the
skies safer and that we seek just
compensation for the families of those
who were killed," Reagan said.
He called for the Soviets to compensate victims of the air tragedy.
Officials in Moscow have not admitted shooting down the Korean Air
Lines flight last Wednesday but acknowledge firing warning shots at it.
The Boeing 747 carried 269 people to
their deaths.

■
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"The construction crew had some
problems with incorrectly marked
underground cables. Then they had
some trouble with the location of the
fence, but both problems have been
resolved," Hoffman said.
Although Hoffman thought construction would be farther along than
it is, he believes everything is going
well.

The White House said Secretary of
State George Shultz would raise the
issue of the airplane "as a matter of
urgent concern when he meets Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko in Madrid Thursday at a
previously scheduled conference.
"We have notified the Soviets that
we will not renew our bilateral
agreement for cooperation in the field
of transportation," the statement
said. It said the pact, first signed in
1973, was renewed several times,
most recently for 18 months beginning
last June.

The president unveiled a series of
restrictions against Moscow, including cancellation of an agreement on
transportation cooperation.

"We have now informed the Soviets
that we are canceling the renewal,"
the statement said.

He said the United States has reaffirmed its ban of Soviet planes landing at U.S. airports. Reagan has also
asked other countries to adopt similar
restrictions while he is "examining
additional steps we can take with
regard to Aeroflot facilities in this
country."

By limiting the sanctions to the
transporations field - where the
United States and the Soviet Union
had relatively little interaction - the
president avoided any of the major
areas of U.S.-Soviet cooperation, including the lust concluded agreement
under which grain raised on U.S.
farms will be sold to the Soviet Union.

"For the United States, the issue is
one of preserving the standards of a
civilized international community

Nor did the president opt for slowing down arms control negotiations
with the Soviets.

Location of the new fire station
came as a result of a population study
conducted a few years ago, Hoffman
said. The old fire station shares its
facility with the police in a building on
the corner of South Grove and West
Wooster. That building is not in the
middle of the city's population
according to the study. The new fire
station will be located on the corner of
Court Street and Thurston Avenue, in
the middle of the city's population.

■* i

"THE NEW Ore station will be
located to serve the heaviest concentration of the city's population," Hoffman said. "Also it will be closer to
the tallest buildings in the city and
nearer to the older buildings with
more fire risk. The buildings and
houses on the west end of the aty are
newer, with a lower fire risk."

»

Hoffman said construction for the
fire station should be completed in
about nine months.
Dg'

Fruitless Labor

atianeo

Few students are found on campus during holiday weekends and Labor Day was no exception. However. Kathi Hawkins,
a freshman from Akron, spent yesterday afternoon studying on the steps in front of the Education Building.

Pope requests stronger stand on issues
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope John
Paul II took his strongest stand yet
against ordaining women as priests
and told U.S. bishops yesterday to
reaffirm traditional church views on
sex and marriage - even if they are
unpopular.
But the pontiff also called on the
bishops to oppose "discrimination of
women by reason of sex."
The pope, addressing 23 U.S. bishops at his summer residence at Castel
Gandolfo south of Rome, said they
must strongly reaffirm church stands
against contraception, divorce, homo-

sexuality, pre-marital sex and abortion.
Archbishop Patrick Floras of San
Antonio, Texas, one of the participants in the meeting, called the talk
''challenging."
"He gave us food for thought,"
Flores said of the meeting.
The pontiff uses the traditional
meetings he holds with bishops every
five years to address particular problems in their home countries. An
eight-page statement on his comments to the bishops was delivered in
English and made available here.

"THE BISHOP is called upon to
oppose any and all discrimination
against women by reason of sex," the
pope said.
"In this regard he (each bishop)
must likewise endeavor to explain as
cogently as be can that the church's
teaching on the exclusion of women
from priestly ordination is extraneous
to the issue of discrimination and that
it is linked rather to Christ's own
design for his priesthood," he added.
The pontiff has strongly opposed the
idea of women in the priesthood, but

for the first time called on bishops to love." The bishops should try to assist
take such an active role in trying to "those who are faced with difficult
curb the idea.
moral choices," he added.
Flores said he knew of no specific
case in which a bishop had supported
The pontiff acknowledged at sevea group seeking the controversial ral points that his views go against
ordination of women, but the idea is a popular trends.
subject of controversy in the United
States.
American bishops have said statistics show nearly 80 percent of all
said
the
"compassionate
The pope
• compassionate Roman Catholic women in the United
bishop proclaims the indissolubility States use contraceptives, and only 29
of marriage and the "incompatibility percent of U.S. priests were reported
of premarital sex and homosexual to believe that contraception was "inactivity with God's plan for human trinsically immoral."

Space shuttle landing a success
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. (AP) - Challenger and its crew
dropped eerily out of the darkness and
settled safely on a brilliantly lit desert
runway early today, ending six flawless days in orbit with the first night
landing in the U.S. astronaut program.
Like an ancient ghost ship emerging from a fog bank, the 100-ton space
plane appeared suddenly out of a starfilled sky just 80 to 90 feet above the
runway, the blazing ground lights
gleaming off the fuselage.
The crew,, commanded by Richard

Truly, included America's first black
astronaut, Guion Bluford; the oldest
person ever to fly in space, Dr. William Thornton, 54; pilot Dan
Brandenstein and mission specialist
Dale Gardner.
Truly set Challenger down at 12:40
ajn. PDT in the center of a dazzling
array of lights that turned the landing
strip into artificial day. That was 53
minutes after the ship's braking rockets were triggered 137 miles above the
Indian Ocean to start the astronauts
on a fiery homeward dive.

-the bottom line

LANDING was smooth and right on
the center line: Frosting on the cake
for a mission that demonstrated the
maturity of America's space transportation system. A flight director
termed the flight "the best so far" in
the shuttle program.
"Welcome back, great show," Mission Control radioed the astronauts as
they rolled down the runway, kicking
up a rooster tail of dust, transformed
into a silvery veil by the xenon lights.
"Sure was fun; let's go do it again,"
Truly remarked.
Thirty-five minutes after touch-
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• The originator and host of WFOB
radio's Sportsbeat' is a freshman
here. See page 3.
• Thirteen University women make
their modeling debut in "Co-ed CollecUon," a 13-month calendar. See page

Showers and thunderstorms
likely today with a high in the
upper 80s. Clearing and cooler
tonight with a low near 55.

"Construction for the $2.1 million
police station will start after the city
has entered into a contract, but the
exact date has not been projected,"
Hoffman said. "According to the bond
indenture terms which allowed the
city to borrow the money, a contract
must be signed within six months of
the day it was borrowed, and construction must be finished three years
from the starting date."
"Construction can't begin too
soon," Police Chief Galen Ash, said.
"The end result will be worth it."
Ash said the new buildings will be a
big plus for both the police and the fire
departments. He also believes it will
better equip both to serve the public.
While construction is under way on
the police building, they (the police)
will wort out of the Veterans Building
in Qty Park. However, Hoffman will
have to decide what to do with the
firemen if their building has not been
completed and construction starts on
the old fire and police station downtown.

down, the space travelers, smiling
and in good spirits, emerged from the
craft and made a walk around inspection, pleased that it looked to be in
good shape. They then drove by van
for a physical examination and a
shower.
"This was just a fabulous mission,
the cleanest mission yet... just superb," Lt. Gen. James A. Abrahamson, director of the shuttle program,
said.
The after-dark landing came as the
shuttle was on its 96th orbit, six days
after being launched for the first time
at night in a breathtaking departure
from Cape Canaveral in Florida.
Touchdown was on concrete runway 22, which has a long overrun into
the hard desert sand. Six mighty
spotlights, each throwing 800 million
candlepower - equal to 650,000 floodlights - illuminated the area.
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By Jeff Jomet
slo" reporter

The city of Bowling Green is presently in the middle of a $3 million
police and fire station construction
project. Construction for the fire station has already begun, while bids on
the police station contract will begin
Sept. 15.
According to city manager Wes
Hoffman, only a few problems have
been hampering construction up to
this point.

An administration official, briefing
reporters on the condition that he not
be identified by name, said the administration does not believe it can impose sanctions that would change
Soviet behavior. He suggested the
way to change Soviet behavior was to
increase the U.S. defense budget and
strengthen the economy and military
alliances.

HOWEVER, Reagan said he was
presenting "the incontrovertible evidence that the Soviets were responsible" and then reviewed the three-hour
flight that ended in death for those on
the New York-u>Seoul flight, which
included 61 U.S. residents.

Safety
station
begun

NASA barred the public from the
landing site, for reasons of security
and also because it knew there would
be nothing to see until the ship was
near the ground.

Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green's Mark Wesley (14) seems to have his hands full as he
races for a loose ball against an unidentified St. Bonaventure player
last Sunday afternoon. BG went on to defeat the Bonnles 111. to
capture second place In the Akron Children's Hospital tournament. See
story on page 7.
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editorial

Judging of Soviets
must await facts

The deaths of the 269 people on board Korean Airlines'
"Flight 007" was indeed a tragic occurence. There seems
to be little doubt that the Soviets did track and destroy the
passenger jet.
The president in his speech last night called the incident a
crime against the world and an inexcusable act of barbarism.
Was it?
The pilot of the Korean plane through either human or
computer error flew more than 300 miles off course over
Soviet airspace. This is an area where the Soviet's house
defense systems which they consider vital to their national
security.
The president said it is impossible to mistake a 747
passenger jet, the make of the plane shot down, for any other
type of aircraft. This is probably true. However, it would be
impossible for any Soviet or American pilot to distinguish the
contents of the aircraft.
There have been conflicting reports as to whether or not
the plane did respond to a friend-or-foe signal, or followed the
Soviet jets if it did signal that it would do so. If the plane did
not respond in any way, the Soviets might have thought the
plane contained recognizance equipment.
Could this be what led the Soviet pilot to fire on the
aircraft? We simply do not know.
It has been rumored that the order to fire upon the plane
was given by a low-ranking Soviet official in an attempt to
make life difficult for Yuri Andropov and bis supporters. If
this is true, should the entire Soviet government be held
responsible for the actions of one irresponsible member? We
think not.
In no way are we condoning the Soviet action against
"Flight 007," especially their sketchy reports. We are simply
saying a complete explanation of the events surrounding the
tragedy is in order before we point to them as barbaric.
It will be unfortunate if we allow this tragedy to destroy the
recent advances made in Soviet/U.S. relations, especially
since it might have been a mistake, or an ignorant political
maneuver by someone unrepresentative of Soviet political
policy.

Arms reduction talks must go on
President Reagan's strong support
of our countries continuance of the
arms reductions talks with the Soviets
in Geneva, despite the shooting down
of the Korean Airline Flight 007 last
week, comes as a relief.
The shocking incident that left 269
presumed dead has caused emotional
upheaval around the world. South
Koreans have demonstrated passionatly against the Soviets both here and
in their native land.
It was reported by NBC correspondents in Washington that administrators inside the Whitehouse had
wanted to retaliate more strongly
against the Soviets by cutting off all
US. diplomatic ties with them.
The Inexcusable firing upon of a
commercial airliner leaves the world
uncertain of how much we can trust
the Soviets. Reagan proposes to answer this at least in aviation by setting up with the Soviets a system of
aviation guidelines to follow.
But the world wonders still now
ruthless the Soviets are. Because of
this, a call for the cutting of diplomatic ties with Russia seems almost a
cause and effect relationship. But
world security rests to heavily on the
need to stop the arms buildup between
the two world powers. The Korean
plane incident is tragic, but it must
not stand in the way of those talks.
This week another round of negotiations begins in Geneva to curtail the
number of missiles in Western Europe. NATO will begin the deployment of 572 U.S. cruise and Pershing-2
missiles in December if an agreement
with the Soviets is not reached before
then.
Western Europeans have made the
news regularly in the past two years
with massive protests against more
missiles. They wear black masks of
death and stage die-ins. Their homelands are not to house these missiles if
they can help it.
NATO wants those missiles in Europe to offset the medium-range missiles and the SS-20s rockets, which
carry three nuclear warheads, the
Soviets have in Europe and in the
Asian part of the Soviet Union.
The danger of these rockets makes

the talks in Geneva crucial, especially
since officials say that Paul Nitze.
bead negotiator of the U.S. team, and
Vuli Kvinslnsky, Soviet negotiator,
have only two months to reach an
agreement. A deadlock now exists
over the number and type of missiles
each side is willing to give up.
The crudality of the talks, then,
hangs heavily over Europe and ultimately the world. Reagan has shown
the importance of keeping a dialogue
with the Russians by his actions.
To be sure we must be cautious.
Only a mutually verifiable freeze can
be acceptable in dealing with the
Soviets in light of their history and of
this latest atrocity, but those who say

we cannot continue arms reductions
talks are wrong.
A belief that nuclear freeze Is based
on an unrealistic view of world politics and Soviet motivations is dangerous. Nuclear weapons as a deterent
are one thing, but a continued build up
of arms is quite another. Reagan
called for Americans to think of the
Soviets' actions when defense spending measures come before Congress
in the future despite his support of
arms reduction talks. His emotional
appeal contradicts his logical, rational backing of the arms talks.
Further buildup is not in the interest of the world. The nuclear age is too
tenuous already.

Certainly the Soviets, by their actions, have shown themselves uncaring of world opinion. Even if they
offer a full accounting of the Korean
plane incident to the satisfaction of
International demands, the world
may never be sure of their Intentions
in any dealings in the future.
Arms reductions are nevertheless
Important for the world. But with the
climate of Soviet and American relations, it may never come.
Joe Graf, editorial editor of the News,
is a senior news/editorial major from
Jewett, Ohio.
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Tempermental fashions
include sleeveless shirts Who heads U.S. foreign affairs?

"1V"" styles from every pi tint
, of the Universe represented on cam~pus," a friend remarked to me the
other day. This got me thinking.
After spending four years fading
my jeans and getting them to rip in
the proper places so f could be considered college chic, I missed the fashion
boat.

Now, everytime I walk across campus I have this insane desire to run
borne and rip all the sleeves off my
sweatshirts... and for what purpose?
Come winter, I will be running around
my apartment collecting all my discarded sleeves only to sew them back
on. Oh, the temperments of fashion.
The newest style in town is the
"Flashdance Look." Ever since Jennifer Beals burst onto the screen in
the movie, Flashdance, as a dancer/welder sporting her comfortable and
baggv clothing, a new fashion trend
was born.
Now. I have survived the Annie Hall
look, the Disco look and the Preppy
look, yet I don't know if I can survive
or afford this latest fashion wave.
Recently I spotted a sleeveless
sweatshirt on display at Richland
Mall in Ontario, Ohio. The sweatshirt
was a unique color - a blend of turquoise and chartruse. The painting on
the front of the shirt looked as if ithad
been commissioned by a kindergarten
fingerpainting class. I ventured over
to get a glimpse at the price tag
thinking, "maybe $10, maybe $16," -I
was not prepared for the $36 total. Nor
did it revive me to think I could create
such a work of art (is that the word I
want?) in the comfort of my own
home by tugging hard at the sleeves
and slopping some paint on the front.

generation of heightened hemlines.
Not only is it important to purchase
a miniskirt that is short, hence the
name, but one that is of a bold and
vulgar color (preferably one not
found in nature).
Shopping patrons should remember
that accessories are all important in
the outfitting of the miniskirted
woman from head to toe.
For starters, hair that stands by
itself is a must. Hair must be combed
and teased with a fork, layered with
Dippity Do and sprayed with enough
hair spray until it looks as though it is
about to break off.
The next essential is earrings. Not
St any earrings, but BIG and colorearrings. Only earrings which look
as though they have been flattened by
a train at the speed of sound are
acceptable. You know you've bought
the right ones if they make your
earlobes droopy and red.
Optional accessories are cute bobbie socks trimmed in lace and smart
looking tennis shoes packaged in a
rainbow of colors.
The final touch is makeup. According to a friend of mine, makeup has
been applied properly when it looks as
though the stuff spilled from the top of
the medicine cabinent on to your face.
"Then you are totally madeup," she
said.
I would guess that it is mostly
underclassmen who have been bitten
by this latest fashion bug because the
day before classes I was walking
across campus in my casual campus
attire - shorts, my brother's wrestling
T-shirt and flip-flops when I was approached by three completely outfitted underclassmen with miniskirts
and purses. They took one look at my
apparrel and giggled. After they
passed, I shook my head and sighed,
''Just wait, in three years... Another
thought struck me then: "If the
Flashdance look came full circle,
would these girls wear the welding
helmets, too?"

A group of elite Eastern establishment government watchers was having lunch the other day, discussing
one of our favorite subjects: "Who is
really in charge of U.S. foreign policy?"
It was of particular concern to all of
us, because the odds of President
Reagan running again look better all
the time.
We decided to do it by process of
elimination.
"We know it isn't anyone in the
State Department," Bramhall said.
"State s been out of it since Reagan
moved into the White House."
"Haig was fired because he tried to
interfere in foreign affairs, and
George Shultz usually gets his information as to what the U.S. has done
from The Washington Post."
"What about Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger? He's an old pal
of the president and has tremendous
input in foreign policy."
We can't discount him," Healy
said. "But I don't think he's Mr. Big, I
believe he is more concerned with

Fines for damages
to dorm rooms unfair

Upon checking out of my room last
May my resident adviser noted my
desk chair had a broken seat. He then
told me I probably would not get
billed for it because it was normal
wear-and-tear and the straps holding
the seats often gave way.
I did not think much about the
incident until I got a bill during the
The fashion world has been set on
summer for $18 to fix the chair. Also
its ear by yet another phenomenon included on the bill was a $5 charge
the return of the miniskirt. The escafor dirty carpet and a $7 charge for
lated hemline has evoked passion in
ripped curtains.
the hearts of the the more comely
I decided to dispute these fines,
coeds and instilled fear in those wantparticularly the desk chair repair,
ing to hide their lumps and bulges
behind yards of material. One of my Erin Esmont, managing editor of the because I felt they were not valid. In
professors admitted trepidation at News la a senior news/editorial major doing so I wrote to Dr. Keller in the
Office of Residence Life explaining
having to live through yet another from North Canton.
my position.
She promptly removed the charge
THE BG NEWS
for dirty carpet but refused to cancel
the fine for ripped curtains and a
broken chair seat.
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Again I wrote explaining that if,
during the year, a chair seat broke it
was repaired for no charge. Several of
my friends had their seats fixed during the year - at no charge. Logically,
I argued I should not be fined for
repair of the seat simply because it
gave way at the end of the year.
Further. I had no time to get the chair
repaired and returned before the
close of school.
Keller's reply was a carbon copy of
her first. According to her records I
was still responsible for the damage.
After this I met with her, but she still
refused to accept my rational expla-

the president getting re-elected to get American power around the world,
involved in foreign affairs. The only but don't get American soldiers intime they mix in is if they think a volved. Give a bloody nose to Kaddafi,
policy is going to affect votes in the reward all our friends with military
equipment by claiming they are not
"Well, that leaves the president's violating human rights, stall the arms
National Security Adviser William talks until we get the Pershing misClark. He's a hardliner on the Soviet siles placed in Europe, make Castro
the biggest threat to worldwide peace
Union."
"He's too obvious," Trechant said. and consult with our allies only after
we've decided to do something that
"Besides, I just have a gut f< "
they might object to. Now who is
doesn't have the smarts to c
behind 3 that?"
lize foreign policy. His
"This is lust a crazy idea," Trenchcarrying out orders."
ant said. ''But could Reagan himself
"But whose orders?" I asked.
be Mr. Big?"
Everyone tried to think hard.
"You mean the president of the
"Bill Casey of the CIA?" Vagrant
United States?" I asked, flabbersuggested.
gasted.
We ignored him.
"Why not? He's got the authority."
"Is there someone in the kitchen
Bramshall said, "Reagan doesn't
cabinet that could be running
know anything about foreign affairs."
things?"
"So?^
"The kitchen cabinet doesn't exist
The thought was so:
anymore. They all went back to California after the election. Look, the none of us could finish our salad
foreign policy of the U.S., as it stands
now, is to blame the Soviets for every- Art Buchwald it a columnist for the
thing, but still sell them wheat Show Lot Angeles Times Syndicate.

getting as much military equipment
as possible for the Defense Department. But he doesn't really care
where we use it."
"It doesn't have to be a man,"
Zeigfried said. "It could be a
woman."
"You mean Nancy Reagan?"
"Not necessarily, though she certainly has the ear of the president. I
was thinking of United Nations Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick. The
president is very taken with all her
ideas. Wouldn't it be wild if a woman
was in charge of foreign policy?"
"Kirkpatrick could be the power
behind the throne," Christmas said.
"Yet I believe it's someone right in
the White House."
"What about Vice President George
Bush?"
"Let's be serious, guys. When has a
vice president ever had anything to
say about foreign policy?'' Cannon
said.
"There's Jim Baker, Mike Deaver
and Ed Meese."
"They're too busy worrying about

nation. The fine would remain no
matter what and there would be no
further appeal.
Now where does this leave me? I
hate to pay for an erroneous fine but if
I don't I cannot get my validation
card (which is a necessity for use of
the Rec Center, among other things).
My major concern is not my $30
fine, but rather the aggregate of falsely assessed, erroneous fines dorm
residents pay. It most likely adds up
to a large sum of ill-gotten money.
Along with this there seems to be a
lack of a fair appeal process. What
then would remedy the current system?
In my opinion, most problems concerning dorm fines would be alleviated if the student knew precisely
how much (if any) was assessed for
damages when he/she checked out. If
this were the case, disputes could be
arbitrated and settled on the spot.
Granted, there are legitimate damage charges but we pay to use our
rooms and usage entails wear-andtear. This we should not be fined for.

A more fair system of check out and death of Christ and yet I feel we have
fine assessment would surely ease the learned nothing and are much worse
problem.
off today. CanH we live in peace?
Cant we respect the gift of life? So
Duana Gibson
many aspects of our culture are ded313 Offanhauar East icated to the preservation and advancement of humanity. Isn't it time
Student cries for peace we wake up to the horror and outrage
of our own actions? War is futile.
in light of world events
Taking human life is the saddest
crime committable. When will we lay
As a student of the "advanced down our weapons of destruction and
knowledge" of our time I am upset. try to live in peace? The world situaAs a human being I am disgusted. In tion is bending and I for one do not
the past few days, two American want to see it break. Fifteen years ago
military persons were killed in the the country was in an uproar about
overseas ''peace keeping" forces and war and peace. Does anyone rememthe Soviets destroyed a passenger ber? The world is at stake. Let's not
plane full of people. Is this how "ad- waste the only one we have. Enough
vanced" we really are? The human people have died senselessly in wars
race has suffered through many tra- and "peace keeping" and politics. I
gedies and should have learned many have been sad and sick to see the
lessons, yet a basic respect for human paper's reports of what is happening.
life does not seem to be one of them. The time u now to stand up and say
How long will we kill each other? How "it's a mistake!"
long will we destroy and mutilate our
companions on the earth? It has been
Douglas QriHtis
nearly 2,000 years since the life and
MPTOUt
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—campus/localTalk show begins
Many University students are juggling work
and school this year but
few of them can say they
created their Job. However, freshman Steve Mason can.
Mason, originator and
host of WFOB radio's
Sportsbeat, a call-in talk
show which has aired interviews with sports personalities from area high
school and college athletic
programs since Aug. 23.
Young as be is for the
business, the 18-year-old
Mason is not a newcomer
to the sports broadcasting
business.

Steve Mason

His early sports career
included stints as a batboy
and scorekeeper with the
Toledo Mudhens. Later, he
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SINGERS & DANCERS
(ACTORS)
TALKIN' BOUT LOVE*
A New Musical Revue by JOHN SCOTT
(University Playwright-in-Residence)
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began calling radio stations looking for work.
"They told me I had a
good voice, and asked me
to do some spots for
them," Mason said.

And sell the show be
does. Mason negotiates for
all ad time in his two
Sportsbeat shows which
air in a 15 minute slot at
5:45 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

The Toledo native lent
his talent to almost every
radio station in his hometown before moving to
Bowling Green this fall.
His former employes include WVOI, an urban contemporary station where
he did sportscasts, and
WTOL-TV, where he wrote
sports copy.

Anyone can sit down and
read sports. Mason said,
and this is why he works on
making these broadcasts
as interesting and informative as possible.
And bow does be balance
school and a job? Only
time will tell, be said.

Mason's job does not
i when his broadcast is
"When I was hired, they
told me if I could sell the
show, I could do it," be
said.
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ClOtG11H©
Job Hunt A-Maxe - Main
Auditorium, University
Hall, at 5:30 p.m.
Active Christians Today Fellowship meeting,
Alumni Room, University
Union, at 7 p.m.
Baalist Student Union
Tart Room, University
Union, at 7 p.m.
Pre-Law Society - Organizational meeting, 404 Moseley, at 8 p.m.

Tuesday. Sept. 6.1983
Jewish Services - Students zations are welcome and
wishing transportation to mast be turned in typed
Yom Kippur services at and double spaced one
Toledo synagogues should week prior to the schedcontact Dr. David Wein- uled event. Please include
berg, faculty for BG Jew- ■a contact name and numish Students Groups, at ber where we can verity
372-2940 for ride informa- the information. The News
reserves the right to refuse
tion.
Dateline, a daily service any material submitted for
ottbe News, lists dates and publication. Send informatimes of campus events. tion to: Dateline, 106 UniSubmissions by all organi- versity Hall.

Man dies in car-train crash

Admitting keeping up
with both will be difficult,
Mason said there is still
more time for work. Since
Sept. 2 he has been hosting
the additional segment of
Sportsbeat from 10-11 p.m.
on Friday nights.

A 34-year-old Delta man
died vesterday morning after the car be was driving
was hit by a train at the
Sugar Ridge Road railroad
crossing between Mercer
Road and Dunbridge Road.

James C. Edinger, 50b
Adrian St., sustained multiple injuries and was pronounced dead at the scene,
Dr. Douglas Hess of Wood
County Hospital said.
The Wood County Sher-

iff's Department said Edinger's car was hit about
10:40 a.m. after he failed
"to yield at the tracks
which are marked by a
railroad (crossing) sign
only."

The
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ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

1984 Yearbook Staff

402 University Hall
ROLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN (White, Black, Hispanic
Asian, Foreign Students, etc.)

I

TONIGHT 7:00 pm

EVERYONE WELCOME
(FRESHMAN WELCOME)
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Scripts available 322 South Hall ( Theatre Office)
COME PREPARED TO SING and/or DANCE!

372-2222
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September
8,9,10 at 8 p.m.

310 Student Services

•Co-sponsored by University Theatre and
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)

Positions Available: Photographers,
writers, Book Sales, Senior Section Editor

Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center, BGSU
Box Office open: 10am - 2pm weekdays
72 171
«T^
"°
*3 Students/Senior Citizens
1 *5Adui's
$1 Off With BGSU Student ID

,."

105 FM Welcomes

University Bookstore
SKOAL MOT STAB

E
Friday, Sept. 16-8 p.m.
Centennial Hall
Reserved Seats $13.50 on sale TODAY
12 Noon at Centennial Hall Box Office,
Both Head Sheds, both Boogie Records,
all Finder's Records and Abbey Roads.

Open Saturdays 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. -Weekdays 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Charge Tickets: Visa or Mastercard
(419) 537-4231
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES • BEST SELLING PAPER-BACK BOOKS •
GREETING CARDS • STUDY AIDS •
BGSU SHIRTS • SUNDRY ITEMS AND MORE •

Master Card/Visa Accepted

<■

Mail orders accepted enclose $1.00
handling fee and S.A.S.E. Lionel
Richie, Centennial Hall, 2801 W. Bancroft,
Toledo, Oh. 43606.

Phone: 372-2851
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SAY IT IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS!

University pinups adorn men's walls
by Moioan Sales
reporter

THE SISTERS OF
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

In any male's room one
is likely to see numerous
posters and photographs of
beautiful women decorating the walls. This year the
walls around the University will have the opportunity to have another piece
of feminine worship tacked
upon them.
"Co-ed Collection," a 13month calendar produced
by BUI Welling is likely to
find its place on the wall of
men's dormrooms.
The calendar year is
highlighted with pictures
of 13 University females.

WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND
OUR WARMEST APPRECIATION
TO THE DELTS
FOR ALLOWING US TO USE
YOUR HOUSE DURING OUR RUSH.
YOU GUYS ARE
JUST SUPER! THANKS AGAIN!

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Welling acquired models
for his calendar by placing
ads in the BG News, oncampus solicitating and
recommendations by
friends and students. Over
150 co-eds were interviewed by Welling. Eventually, 24 girls were
photographed with 13 being chosen to appear
amongst the pages.
"The main criteria I
used in selecting the girls
was a combination of their
majors, activities, longrange and short-range
goals, personality and appearance. There are graduates and undergraduates
featured in the calendar.

FALL 1983

The girls shown in the calendar represent a variety
of different backgrounds
and interest," be said.
FEATURED ARE therapy, business and nursing
majors, a cross-country
runner, a diver and a bartender, according to Welling.
'The two men's calendars weren't the reason
I did this," be said. "For
the but couple of years,
I've wanted to do a project
like this but didn't have the
tune.
"Definitely there was a
factor that the men's calendar was a success for
sales, if not profit. But men
wanted a calendar of the
local girls, just as the
women wanted one of the
men," he said.
Welling estimates be

must sell 500 calendars to
make a profit. The $2,100
cost for layout and photographic expenses was paid
by advertisers.
Welling plans to produce
a similar calendar next
year. He hopes to expand
the project by producing a
co-ed calendar for a couple
of other college campuses
in Michigan and Ohio.
"Co-ed Collection" is not
the first calendar with photographs featuring University women. Seven years
ago, Welling said, a cc-ed
calendar was produced by
the fraternity system.
Lisa Lewis, 22, a bartender at the Uptown Bar
and an instructor at the
Cherrywood Health Spa, is
one of the models who
graces the calendar's
pages.

Student tecrBofion Center

SCHOOL OF HPER

\

WHITE WATER
RAFTING CLASS
Something
Fit for All Aerobics
Slimnastics
Weight Training
Windsurfing
Frisbee Golf
Nau"'us & Universal

F o r

Organizational
Meeting

Everyone

OPEN ARCHERY HOURS
Monday 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Thursday 8:00-10:00 p.m.
Saturday 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Water Volleyball
Squash
Badminton
Platform Tennis
Scuba
Therapeutic Swim
Swim and Stay Fit & more

BACK THIS YEERT

Fitness at Five - Every Friday at 5:15
A Drop-in, vigorous aerobic exercise program!

Special Program Registration - September 6-16
For more information call 372-2711

•1 REALLY haven't
seen any around. Just recently a lot more people
have come over to the spa
and Uptown and said, 'Oh
Lisa, you look real good.'
Until this past weekend I
really didn't fully comprehend that I was in it," she
said.
Lewis, who recently
modeled clothing in an
area publication has been
approached by people she
did not know and asked to
autograph calendars.
"I feel flattered," she
said. "It's unbelievable
that someone would want
me to sign something. I
never considered myself
beautiful or anything because I was a tomboy until
my freshman year."
"It's kind of exciting
that everybody is coming
up to me, I don't feel that
I'm one of the most beautiful girls on campus. I
never thought of it like
that. Mavbel'm Just trying
to not let it go to my head!
"I feel that I'm comparable. I don't feel that I am
geous or anything like
I. There are other girls
out there that qualify more

TONIGHT
6:00

Room 210
Eppler South

*

t

than I do that should be in
the calendar," Lewis said.
LEWIS IS critical of the
way she looks but feels the
role her photograph has
thrust her into is undeserved.
"This is really weird because people are treating
me like I would treat a
movie star. They are lust
so amazed. I don't feel like
I'm a celebrity of something," she said.
The wall of her brother's
room is the only place she
has seen herself hung up on
display, Lewis said.
"It's a strange feeling to
go into a room and look at
yourself on a calendar. It
really hasn't hit me yet.
It's like a dream or something that you fantasize
about.
"I want to be famous
someday and have people
come up and treat me like
I'm somebody. Somebody
important or special because people who know me
are going out of their way
to be nice to me or nicer to
me Just because I'm in the
calendar at the moment,"
she said.

YOU'RE LIVING
PROOF THAT
BG NEWS
ADS
ARE READ!
-Mrft>

**■
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETT OR CHCKEN
CHOW MEN OVER RCE

m

SALAD BAR
$2.99
1450 E Woostef Str«3t

Welcome Back
Students!

McDonalds /\ /\
1470 E. Wooatar St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

We've Added Some Very Exciting Things
To Your McDonald's In Bowling Green.
New Hours For Your Convenience:
Sun.-Thurs. 7am-1am;
Fri. 7am-3am;
Sat. 6:30am-3am

Get down to business faster.
With the RA-35,
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value
OI*»» Tc»»» ln«ru««T*i

calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
Think business. With
and balloon payments.
the BA-35 Student
The BA-35 means you
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
*
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business"
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

McNUGGET MANIA GROWS!
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^Dome awaited
by Patty Roche
reporter

Planetarium

CONGRATULATIONS FALL
PLEDGES!
SEE YOU ALL ON

GREEK UNITY DAY

The University's new
planetarium, although still
under construction, has
been stirring interest from
local residents and University students alike.
Shaped like no other
building on campus, the
dome-shaped conservatory
will eventually be used not
only for student projects,
but to educate the public
about our universe, Robert
Boughton, chairman for
the Department of Physics
and Astronomy said.
"We're very excited,"
he said. "We hope the new
facilities will give science
a more proper place on
campus.'' The new facility
is scheduled to open this
spring.
According to Dr. Dale
Smith, assistant professor
of astronomy and planetarium director, the new planetarium will basically
serve three groups of people; the community, the
secondary schools and the
University students.
"Not only will we be

shifting classes into the
planetarium, but we will
be presenting shows that
will prompt people to think
about the sky," he said.
The prepared shows will
be presented once or twice
a week and will change
every two or three months.
He pointed out the change
will provide a greater variety of shows for people to
see.
"Basically, they are like
any other planetarium
shows," Smith said. "They
consist of short filmstrips
and audio. They are orientated toward education but
are made more fun with
entertainment."

• _

7:30-9:30
SIGM4

Boglnnlng Guitar
Jazz Exorcism
Mixology
Yoga
and MANY MORE!
stmwmM Main

mm

■ SMI

HM. II

!

kinkos copies

BEST haircut in E.G. I
for only $9.50! Says
who? 4,200 BGSU
customers in 1982!

ttSLWowMrSt.
(Acraw From T»co »•*)

354-3977

• Coupon good on 110/126/35mm DISC. 12/20/24
exposure ro«a. 20 exp. slides 8mm. S8 movies.
• Coupon must accompany order
e One roil per coupon.
e Coupon expire* 9/30/83

I

FALCONS VS. MIAMI

COOKOUT
TONIGHT

MINI-COURSES

THE SHOWS will also
project all naked eye stars
as near as what you would
see in the sky. The cycles
of the sun, moon and planets will also be demonstrated and there will even
be some special effects like
comets thrown in, Smith
said.
Shows dealing with
comets, archeoastrology
and the celebration of the
National Aeronautics

PERRY FIELD

SEPTEMBER 24

Space Agency's 25th anniversary have been ordered. Others are still on
the assembly line.
Smith said he believes
people will learn something new from the shows
or will be prompted to look
at the sky and think about
its beauty and future importance in our lives. To
encourage people to return
to view the different
snows, groups will be welcome to request certain
programs.
"These programs are
designed to teach but we
want people to leave happy
and wanting to come back
for more," Smith added.

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
" 2 Locations To Serve You
EAST
SOUTH
When a guy or gal can get the BEST hairstyling
in town (or Just $1150/$j3j60 at System Seven
-or the BEST haircut w/o%himpoo & styling
tor only $9.50 - WHY GO ANYPLACE ELSE?!
During 1982, we styled 10,388 men and women in
B.G. •- about 4,200 trom BGSU •• with 72.7%
(nearly 3 out of 4!) REPEAT CUSTOMERS.
(So lots ol people on campus ALREADY like the
way we style their hair...and so will you!)
And it's now easier than ever to get to System
Seven Hairstyling ...RIDE THE NEW SHUTTLE BUS!
(See ad elsewhere in paper •- or call 352-6516
-for more information.) FREE BUS RIDE back
to BGSU with purchase ot $5 or more!
We're open 8:30-7:30 M-F.and 8-6 on Sat
Appointments never needed, but available at
352-6516. SYSTEM SEVEN HAIRSTYLING
(between State Liquor Store 8 Rink's Discount).

440 E. Court St.
352-1596

a

945 S. Main
352-7571

TUESDAY- WEDNESDAY
11 a.m. to 9 p.m.-*FREE Cup of *SPAGHETTI DINNER
SOUP WITH ANY
$] 50
SALAD

Special Get-Acquainted Offer!
FREE 2 oz trial bottle of System Seven Shampoo
or conditioner to any BGSU student, staff or
(acuity member presenting this adv. to our
Receptionist. NO PURCHASE REQUIRED1

ATTENTION!
ALL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Free Instructional Assistance
IstaittMe
At The UmvarsHy

WRITING LABRATORY
303 Moseley Hall
372-2221
8:00 Ml. - 7:00 p.*. MM. - TIMR.
8:00 Mk - 5:00 }M. Fl%

i

system sever*
™ THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE
(Formerly COMMAND PERFORMANCE)

**BOTH SPECIALS
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY
( ON CAMPUS ONLY ), PICK—UP,
OR INSIDE

Iarker presents 2500 chances
your father never had

Enter the Parker Topof-theQass Sweepstakes and you could
win something that can give you a
real advantage in life.
Your ownTexas Insnuments
home computer.
While youre at it, pick up
something better to write with,
too. A Parker jotter ball pen
Its miaoscopically-textured
ball grips the paper to help prevent
messy blobbing and skipping.
And it writes up to five times
longer than most ball pens.
Look for sweepstakes entry
forms and details at your college
bookstore. But do it soon With
over 500 computers to win this is
one sweepstakes worth entering.
While you still have the chance.

t PARKER
Toenicr the fbrirrTopof <he-Q»SwtqMUfa.'s. nopurchawiMrccssarv Vbidwr«Tcpn»hibitrd AllnKnomu^K.-rcctiwdnolacittfunOctabrr 15.1SG^ ON6S7TTC

state/world
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ATTENTION GREEKS!
The Gavel will hold an Organizational Meeting for.
Writers, Sales representatives and VCT majors
Tuesday, September 6, at 6 PM
At the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
All Qualified Greeks are Urged to Attend

I prof researches artificial eye
CLEVELAND (AP)- A
Cleveland State University
researcher knows his work
today is the stuff of science
fiction, but he's positive
that someday, man will
build a functional artificial
eye.
George Mateescu's work
is painfully slow - at this
point he's working on pinpointing the role of hydrogen atoms in the eye - but
his vision extends beyond
today.
Mateescu, a 54-year-old
chemistry professor who

Work for the Gavel . At works for you!
If you can't wait for Friday, see page 7

Pine Manor
2 Bdrm.

Heat A hot water incl Spacrous units with extra storage
no pets please. 1 yrs. lease

a

352-6335

Mon.-Frl. »-» Sat. 11-3
E.H.O.

LEARN HOW
[
TO
I ICE SKATE

limited number of tickets so
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO OFFICE
game time 8:30 p.m.

Any small pizza or large SUB
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Concert trip to Centennial Hall
Friday, Sept. 16, 1983
$16.00/person for round trip and ticket
Limited number of tickets so sign-up NOW
Payment due upon sign-up
SI3.50 tickets also available at Finder's
times to be announced

vs.

$17.00 for round trip and
ticket info game
leave Union loading dock at 5:00 p.m.

*
*
*
*
*

and the

See

at Cleveland Stadium
Thursday evening Sept. 15

:

LIONEL RICHIE
POINTER SISTERS

EVERY TUESDAY MIGHT
i 8 — 10 PM AT THE ICE ARENA
NO CHARGE FOR AUG. 30 & SEPT. 6i

BROWNS
BENGALS

*************

Sign up until Sept. 13th in UAO office
for

| BGSU SKATING CLUB

u

s

3

Tues., Sept. 6 7:00-9:00 Toco Night
Thurs., Sept. 8 6:30-8:30'Picnic
With our Little Sisses in front
of EN House
Tues. Sept. 13 Movie night: Comedy
Hits-Coddyshock & Stripes
First Movie Storts 7:30
EN /\ TOTAL COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
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lloV Fret Delivery
OPIN 4 P.m.

1352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 9/30/83

Any medium pizza
with TWO or more items

llo'S* *t9e Delivery
OPIN

4 p.m

1352-5166

this is feasible in the relatively far future, maybe in
several centuries,
he
said.
The task is to build an
eyeball from living tissue
and synthetic polymers capable of receiving and
passing light signals
through to the optic nerve.
To do this, he said, science must learn much
more about the structure
and the function of atoms
and molecules in the eye.

■
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NAACP workers registered 4,000 voters in Cincinnati, and another 5,000
voters along the 360-mile
trek from Covington, Ky..
to Detroit, the Rev. Melvin
Jones, president of the Cincinnati chapter of the
NAACP. said. The marchers walked along an Underground Railroad route
used to get slaves to freedom in the pre-Civil War

LOFTS CUSTOM BUILT

era.
"It's been 360 miles. 27
counties. 77 cities and four
states, but it is good to
complete 360 miles," Joseph Madison, NAACP director of voter education,
said.
He urged blacks to register to vote so they can
boost equal rights legislation and improve the
quality of life in the cities.
"People all over this
country see the current
administration, through
their various policies that
have cut back on social
programs (and) on civil
rights, as being evil toward
the advancement of civil
rights and humanity in this
country."

Free assembly and
fire proofing
• A-Frame $110(2 beds)

• Platform $60(1 bed)
LOFT INSPECTIONS
MONDAY SEPT. 12
CALL NOW DAY OR MIGHT
The Loft Construction Company

352-3836

YOUR BSN IS WORTH
OFFICER S COMMISSI
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

VIEW!
EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSES

Voted Best Pizza In B.G. I
COUPONS

$1 OFF

THIS MOLECULE,
called the retinal, changes
its shape, thereby communicating to an adjacent
protein complex called
rhodopsin that light of a
Csn quality and Intensity
been detected.,
The rhodopsin protein
passes that information up
the Udder to the cell, the

DETROIT (AP)-Marchers for the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People finished their 360mile march this weekend
in Detroit, boasting 9,000
new registered voters.
Meanwhile, a civil rights
leader predicted it would
be two centuries before
blacks have political parity with whites.

ATfl
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membrane and the optic
nerve.
Mateescu is using carbon atom "spies" to pinpoint the role of a hydrogen
atom that appears to be
crucial in the transmission
of the signal from the sensor molecule to the protein.
When science understands all the chemical reactions involved in sight,
then functional artificial
eyeballs become possible,
he said.
"It's science fiction now,
but I'm 100 percent sure

The first step in the process, be said, Is the detection of light by a sensor
molecule In the cells of the
retina of the eye.

March gets voters

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Rush Tonight with
the Phi Mu Dancers
Cookout and Party on
the Sundeck

$189-259

300 Napoleon Rd.

came to Ohio from Romania in 1967 on an exchange
fellowship, said vision research is in its infancy.
Breathtaking developments are centuries
away.
Sponsored by the National Institute of Health,
Mateescu's research group
is doing basic studies on
visual transduction - how
the eye converts light energy into bioelectric signals which eventually
reach the optic nerve and
the brain.
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STUDENT RECREATION ^
CENTER
>i

STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA |
EXPIRES 9/30/83
Voted Best Pizza In B.G. |

M

*29
$49

88

*49

Including your choice of over 1.000 currant from* fothiont. Tinted, pknttc. overall
out o» stock Unto» priced Mfhor.

KM SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES

tfV ft*

Cora kit and professional
lee not Included.

XJPONl
1TB UAMWID IT N. UNNETN 6. MKEI, 0.0.

92 OFF

•Stondord door gloii plus —400 le — 700 Cyl.
* "EKOm priced loperotery

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Any large pizza
with TWO or more items
Free Delivery

l-TZZCr
OPIN 4 p.m.

1352-5166
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COUPON PER PIZZA|
EXPIRES 9/30/83

Voted Best Pizza In B.C. |
I COUPON |
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ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
SUNDAY, SEPT. 11
8:00 p.m.-L.I.F.E. Room

Burlington
Optical INC

1616 E. Wooster,
STADIUM PLAZA,
Bowlmq Green

352 2533
mi l itTNOiD*
lOHOO OHiO

MM }.i»*h|»'
T0IID0 OHIO

312 7070
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Falrnn kirkf»r«t unlit at Akrnn All-sports passes nearly sold out
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by Stov* Qulnn
sports reporter

An ejected player prevented Bowling Green's
soccer team from winning
both games in last weekend's Akron Children's
Hospital Classic, in Akron.
The Falcons lost their
season opener Saturday to
West Virginia 4-2, but
came back to defeat St
Bonaventure 11-1 on Sunday and captured a second
place finish in the tournament
Everything seemed to be
going real smooth for the
kickers before sophomore
Mark Jackson received a
"redcard" for striking a
WVa player in the face.
Consequently, BG was
forced to play the remainder of the game with 10
players instead of the
usual 11.
•The official did the
right thing," BG head
coach Palmisano said. "He
(Jackson) should have
known better. He knows he
did the wrong thing."
THE FALCONS got off
to a strong start by getting

on the board first. With
Just 1:59 of the game expired. Dennis Wesley
scored the first goal of the
contest and got the momentum rolling in the direction of the Falcons.
Assisting on the goal was
MladenMedancic.

*3JSMMl

Palmisano continued. "I
think the guys know that,
and I know Mark knows
that. Don't misunderstand
me, one player does not
lose a game.

BG increased its lead to
2-0 when Neil Ridgway
scored on a penalty shot.
But Jackson's exit meant
Ridgway's goal would be
the last of any BG scoring
for the day.
Celso Ferreri opened the
scoring for WVa when he
headed in an Abidou Niang
corner kick, and scored the
tying goal unassisted. At
64:17 Fernando Santos'
goal put WVa ahead for
good.
"We were controlling
play for the first 25-30 minutes," Palmisano said.
"We were up 2-0 at the
time Jackson was ejected.
The 96 degree heat and
playing a man down put us
in a difficult situation.

St. Bonaventure surprised BG in the second
game of the tournament by
playing with only three defenders (instead of four)
and moving the extra man
to forward. This means the
Bonnies would have to concentrate on a man-to-man
coverage. According to
Palmisano, there is Just
too much skill at the collegiate level to be playing
this kind of defense.
BILL ROBERTS proved
Palmisano's thinking correct as he provided all the
goals the Falcons really
needed against St. Bona-

"WE DEFINITELY lost
to an inferior team,"

INTRODUCES

J>

PROFESSOR I TOBLISHING
Here's how It works i
Professors organize a selection of class
readings (check copyright law for legal use
of material) and drop the master off at Kinko's
Klnko s win
■ Duplicate It
- Assemble Custom Notebooks
• Distribute them to your students at a
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishing Plan is available at no
cost to vou or your department

E

venture by tallying three
markers. His first goal
came just over five minutes after he assisted Medancic open the scoring for
the Falcons. It took Roberts Just 28 seconds to
come up with his second
goal. His final goal came at
the 20:21 mark of the game
putting BG ahead 5-0, and
the game well out of reach.
Palmisano highlighted
BG's strong offensive attack but did say that he
will work on solidifying the
defensive unit. He also
sighted strong playing by
Kim Bucher who made his
starting debut as goal
keeper.
Making the all-tournament team were newcomers Nan Chul Shin and
Dennis Wesley, and Nell
Ridgway.

briefs
be purchased at the Memorial Hall ticket office.

Anyone interested
interested in
in trytryAnyone
ing out for the BGSU men's
swim team or diving team
should attend an organisational meeting tomorrow
at 3 p.m. in the Cooper Pool
balcony.

The

Falcon gridders

WHITE WATER
RAFTING

ON ANY OR ALL OF OUR SERVICES

Payment due upon sign-up
Get back to the great outdoors with us!

FMMENiWOMEN

0jjtV«

Hoir OmgM • Men I Honlyfang •Men-oral
J9
fedKurei • Fatah •Make-Up Demo • lewd I Mumdte Deiiem
Focal Woiing • Evebrow MfteJ • Eyeloih I Eyebrow Innao
Geometric HoircotorxiQ • Slroahtemno.
Permonem WoviftQ • Reconditioning
Sculptvred No.li • Nod !»»• Noil Wrapping,

[(ffi*? .vJixatuffmenr^

C

Hair, Skin, and ,\'*i/ Dminnrrn

open their 1983 campaign
at Fresno State, Saturday,
and though they defeated
Ohio University 404 at

Associate With The Best

borne in last
la* year's opener,;
op»
home
the Falcons have notjsid:
too much season-opening:
success on the road of late. •

Kill

Anyone interested in trying out for the BGSU women's swim team or diving
team, should attend an organizational meeting today at 3 p.m. in the Cooper
Pool balcony.

10%OFF

STREMtTtt MtTV

ANNOUNCES
FRATERNITY
RUSH
TONIGHT
LOOK FOR FRATERNITY
FLYERS FOR THEMES

AND TIMES

g^ ^^ I «^^ Jf*

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Tues., Sept. 6: The Mexican Fiesta
"All the food you can eat"
Thrs. Sept. 8: The best pizza party in
town, with the ladies of Delta Zeta Sorority

)

"•Mil" M lex (nanMlet 11
Phone 1»J 4101. U2-4I4J

TacoBtMD

181 (B)S. Main, B.G.

354-3977

- The
IV
Effective today —
BG athletic department
a——art that there is
only a limited number of
AU-Sporti passes available
far sale. Sports passes can

on the New River, W. Virginia
Sept. 23, 24, 25
$60/person
includes camping, transportation and
1 meal
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE

arf"*?

^ro-F^

I~M\M%.M\JMM

wah TNa Coupon thru September IS. 1983
(TWi cave** not valid w/aay ether covpert)
MAKE YOU* APPOINTMENT WITH
Annette. Cetiy, Cindy, Oenkw. Judy. Kalhy Aim. Uaa. or Nicole

kinko's copies

*l£»«*»

CM L

The Green Sheet will be published as a supplement to the
Friday magazine on every other Friday. Look for It on
Sept. 16.

Open 7 days

ATTENTION B.G. ART & DESIGN STUDENTS!!
We have a complete line of GRUM BACKER ART supplies
and after special order service for such quality brand names as

• Pickett
• Conte

• Hunt
• Eberhand-Faber
and many more !!

• Koh-i-noor
• Crescent

B.G. Students Always Receive a 10% discount

Just 15 minutes
away from BG
Why drive to Toledo?

116 W. South Boundary
Country Charm Shopping Center
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

rV

X7S
County Charm Shopping Center

EL*d>

Help Make A Difference
•

•

•

Get Involved and Gain
Valuable Experience
Working At. . .
the

One\wc_

Writing and Photography
Positions Now Available
106 University Hall

BOUNDARY

The Leisure, Arts, and
Entertainment magazine.
Featuring:
• Campus and local events
• A weekend quide to fun
• Book reviews
• Record reviews and. .

8 bg nawWfptwnbw 6,1963

PI^CEMEWT SCHEDULE
"*■ l-rtmm. OMt M 9/13 >
9/i«/S3 WniMuii Tel* or* •<
UMMTMy Hal corridor from 9:00
A.M. to 5 00 P.M.
Green. OH
9/19/63
seXTO- REP: B/lns . Mug
fln...
<PCO. or any major h Col But
AdrreYi Al need Insereot 1 esper In
Sae»v Dec . Uey. Aug Grade (1)8
l City. MO
9/19/83 ASSI BUYER SALES
•MR: B/u n.—ng. MMg.. MgrM .
or any major In Bus Admin OK May
a™* (21 12 slots as iMIngrfb.
dona aama day al 5 30 P M on 2nd
■oor. s s Bug Also. Mecy a wai give
a rrnin—ui. Sept 18 (Sunday
eve). 8:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. al da
Union. T* Room
■ ■ ■! •'•••••Ort Cfpwttivn. TolaKJO.
OH Haa changed racnNng data
•oil 9/21/83 to 10/S/83 Sign-up
»* Da Sept. 21.
U*. Navy. Brookpark. OH. 9/20/63
Womaiui Tabla only al Union.
Foyar. Rom 9:00 AM to 5:00 P.M
9/21/83-OFFICERS PILOTS. NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICERS SUPPLY
CORP EN UNE OFFICERS BVM r
ColBua AoMn.orSd . Dao.May.
*ug Qrada (2) 12 slots aa. Taallng
S P.M. to 9:00 P.M.. 2nd Boor. S.S
BMg
9/22/63-Same aa above. (2| 12
stole, aa Teeing t P.M to 6 P.M In
»» Plaoamant ONce

•Ma. Wad.. Sept 7 at 7:30pm. For
more mto. CaB Suasn at 352-SS27
Baa Yea Tharel

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Criminal Juetlce Student*" An extreme*/ Importanl Criminal Juahca Organization maating wH
ba hald on Wad. Sapt 7 at 8:00 pm
n 208 Eppler North Evaryona •
aelcomo a encouraged to altand

LOST AND FOUND

Where to go whan you're m a
RUSH The PI Kapps are ho«*ng a
Rush party st the Alpha Gamma Delta
house. Mnee Irom 7 30-U 30 Ba
mare and aaa why PI Kappa are lha
fasleel growing fraternity on campua

REWABO-PeFO REGARDING STOLEN FLU ROYALE 12 SP. TAKEN
FROM 7TH AND ELM 8731 CALL
354 1184

Campua Scouts Orgenuahonal Meat
ng. Tuaa, Sept 8 8pm 104 BA
buadlng. Man a Woman. Coma gat
■wofrad with aduR scouting and Iota
more

THERESA PANTANELIA
Pianist tor all Occasion!
1S2-4MB
waddasga partaa dtoners
We Duea. datvar. and aiiambli AFrame and Plalfonn LOFTS The Loll
Construction Company Can anyIfcaa 352 3836

Attention al UM members
PHaae slop by Ihe office and leave
your name and number on the ast on
the door. Thank you.

Typing Dtseertabona. thee*.
352 0635 or 372-2281

moumcD CLUB SPORTS MEETING lor oncers and directors Tuaadsy Sept 6th. 7 30 pm. rm * 119
sop earner
School o) HPER Saturday canlc tor
the handfcappad Wad Sapt 14, 9
om Room 100 Eppler North Open to
al students Interested m nelpmg
handicapped chadren during the com-

etc

RUSH PM KAPPA TAU
7:MTONMHT
COf «€1 THE OaFFERfJeCE

RMH PM KAPPA TAU
TlMTONIOHT
COME SEE THE OIFFEWENCE
Alpha Delta PI heartily letaomea
evaryona to B.O. Let's make that a
Write year!
Alpha Delta PI announces Tammy
Fabricaje as a* new Social chairman
and Mary Hal aa Ha new Standard*
chairman OooO luck lor a successful
yaw.
.
American Marketing Asaocalion
Members!* Drive: Sept 8 to Sapt
14 Sign up now In the BA Buktng
AU BUSINESS AND IPCO MAJORS
WELCOME

Out* * efficient typing done Wl
accept short notice typing Cat Mar
IjsaWotntreub 674-1122

mlamalional Coffee Hours Spacial
Event Today onry, the World Student
Aaaocemon wl ba co-sponsoring
CoHaa Hours with the French House
Oolween 2 s 5pm You can travel
around me world with ua al the
French House. Evaryona Welcome

Where to go whan you're In a
RUSH The PI Kappa are holding a
Rush party at the Alphe Gemma Delta
House tonne Irom 7 30 9 30 Ba
there and see why PI Kappa are ha
laaaaat yoesVtu liatenalj on campua

Booby Q Happy Birthday Cutle Wish
I could have bean with you I'm
thinking about you1 Love You.
Marsha.
_____

".*-'
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
INFO MEETING THURS SEPT 8 8 30
MUETI ALUMNI CENTER

"MUSK FOR MODERNS"
FEATURING: SKA, NEW WAVE,
ROCKABMJTY, PUNK a REOOAE
010 MILWAUKEE, STROHS
AND PITCHERS
MAM ST.

on involved' There will be an organizational mealing lor those Intereled in joining the Human
Oevelopmant Club. Plan on meeting
In the LMng Center ol the Home Ec

Cheek us tor tow
eHk screening prices.
Jeans N" Things. 831 Ridge SI.
ConpnMestlona are extended to
Carol Smofco on her Lambda Chi
engagement to Cralg and to Coieen
Ryan on her engagement to BJ Best
wanes trom Alpha Pelts PI

Rush Pawe Tuesday Sept- S, 7:10.
raiehouaa. »10 »» Bar.
RUSH RUSH RUSH
CASMO NWHT
DELTA UPSKON

Anyone interested in

NEW THIS FALL
HAPPY HOUR 4-9
DOWNTOWN

ANY facet of aviation is
invited to attend

Wanted: Oabyaillar needed near
campus Approx IShra. par wk. Cal
352-4342

WU8H RUSH RUSH

SKATPK1 CLUB TCWIOMT
a-H PM at the ICE APaTNA
SPflaWlFIELO MEP
Last Spring Semester
•:00 MARK'S TUESDAY
BE THEWEI ALOHA!
SRS S GRAD STUDENTS (Dec-MayAug)' Effective Job Hunting Through
Ftacamant" T.W. Th Sapt 8. 7.8.
5:30 Mem Aud. U Hal
The sailers ol Kappa Delta would Ike
lo welcome evaryona back to B G
and wtah al Via beat ol luck lor a
GREAT year

TKE PRESENTS
PBZA NTTE
TOMOHTI
Rush Starts at 7:30
RUSH TKE

1975 Honda CB 500/TLoaded See
In M.C PL baalde OH 9 30-1330
MR. Maumaa 893-3012
1001 Mustang. 2 dr., 4 apd . sun
root, AMVFM cass.. R dllioalll.
OREAT oondHlon. Altar 4pm, *I41701.
1071 Uberty 70x12. S4.000 00
Cat Evan 1-476-3835. after 7 pm

HELP WANTED

OKLAHOMA!

WaHraaaes/cooks/dishwashers
PI.
tene Apply si person only. Tuaa. thru
Fri between S-2 Clock Restsurant.
412E. Wooaaat.

SEPT. 8. 0. i 10
S71-01T1

RUSH'RUSH "RUSH-RUSH •
DELTA UPSHON
RUSH-RUSH-RUSH-RUSHTUESDAY A THURSDAY 7:10
RUSH'RUSH'RUSH'RUaH-

FOR SALE

Student Body Rush Phi Gamma
Delta (FBs). an mteii—luiaa1 IrMornHy
with over 135 yaara ol experience
Become part ol a unique experience
n ma Dana Colony. Rush 7-0 pm F*
houaa. 818 Thursan Ava For rtdee
cat 354-1023

EARN S600 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACING
POSTERS ON CAMPUS BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL
800-5260883

Pregnant? Need Help?
Cat E.M.P.A. 382-0111 or 3520082

WRITERS' WRITERS- WRITERS
Writers wNh desire to Investigate t
report currant events should contact MKs: 372-0241.
Olaident Coneume* uaaBTL

Improve Memory
wahHypnoaai
352-8777

DAY BAFtMAJO
4-8 Tuaaday thru Friday

Protestant Student Dinner Home
cooking Irom 4 BO churches $1
Sun . Sapl 11.6pm United Chris
nan FeeowsMp. Thursan al Fadge
Cal 352-7534 to teaerye tickets

Mr Boaanglas
893 S Mai. Jowing Green
Earn doasrs selng Avon Products
For more information please cal
Phyla at 352-5833
STUDENT ACTIVIST
THE OHKJ PUBLIC eVTEREST
Campaign at hiring lor its community
outreach start OPtC m working lo
hold down runaway energy coats
Hours appro* 2pm-10pm Mon-Fn
Fiat 1 pert-time aval. Starting pay
SI60<wk 241 9093 lor interview

Angel Flight welcomes everyone
back to 8.0. and Invite, you » JOIN
us In a great yaer.
RUSH RUSH RU(H
Sept. 1.7,11 at 7:30
MemorielHell
Any queeHons call Pern 2-3M1
cTwyotie "JwiQOa^aayji

WANTED

USO'USQ-USOFiral meeting. Tuaaday Sapl 8 at
6 30 pm 200 moatoy hal Under

WANTED IMMED 1 M RMTE TO
SHARE APT
2 BORM .
2
BATHRMS . AC HEAT/WATER/GAS

1970 Mavenck. 2 door sedan
S300 00 or beat offer

352-8706
B1W Zenith portable TV. 19*1
screen Good condition $50 Altar 4

pm.352-5437
GOLF CLUBS 1 SAO
10 vons A 3 woods. Asking 150 00
Dave 352-3042 beloie 11 pm
2 chairs. TV tabla. amal stool, rockng chef Cal 352-2836.
1969 Cutlass. $400 00 352-2131
sfter 5 pm
•
Infinity
1500 Speakers Exceeent
cond S250 00 Finn. Cal Todd 3521130
COUPON BOOK FOR SALE 105.00
CALL BECKY Ml71.

Cal 352-9737 alter 4 pm

Saa what Mary Kay akin car A coameaca can do lor you Cal JoAnn
Hoasaal 286-3606

TROY-HAPPY BIRTHDAY KIDOO'
CANT WAIT TO CELEBRATE' OLIVE
U LAURIE

cal 352-7345

r

ENTHUSIASTIC CAMPUS REP lo sel
ski trips to Mxtwest a Colorado Earn
FREE TRIPS A commissions SUN S
SKI ADVENTURES
1 -800-6214031

FOR RENT
1 bdrm turn apt al utl pd Ideal lor
2 students $!70;mo aa Included
color TV A Cable Ph 354-3182 or
352-7365 evea
Apartment Avaasbie

362-8215
2 A 1 bdrm apts
A aaatils ImmedWal,
Deposit. No Pets
352-4265, sfter 5:00 pm
3 bdrm apt
Ckjae to campus
Appeancee 1-878 7437
1 bdrm. apt E Evars 1 Enterpnee
area Appaancaa 1-878-7437

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 7
8:30 p.m.

2 Bdrm houaa No pets Dap /UN
A aearjli fnmaikalel,
Include stove ret Ph 686-2111

RUSH PM KAPPA TAU
7:30 TONtOHT
COME Bit THE BaTTiaaBtCl

falf

__>

HOLIDAY INN'"MTV
ALL OAY AU NIGHT
ALL THE TIME1

"MUSIC FOR MODERNS"
FEATljaatvQ: SKA, NEW WAVE
ROCKAJW.ITY, PUNK * MOOAE
OLD MSLWAUKEE, STROHS
ANO PITCHERS
MAIN ST.

Precisian flora saaHngl

DELTA UPSILON
RUSH
RUSH
RUSH
TUESDAY t THURSDAY

BGSU FLYING CLUB

NCLUO M RENT TENANT PAYS
ELEC A PH S600/SEMESTER, AVAA. NOWI 850 SIXTH ST. #10
CONTACT RICH OR DAVE OR
CRAIG

Al

10-11:11 PM AT THE ICE ARENA

1

PERSONALS

gradual* Student Government
welcome

107 Hanna

SIGMA CHI

cr^<^

THIS WEEK'S RUSH DATES

Rock of the 80's Dance Party

SEPT. 6 - TUES. . .CADDYSHACK THEME
SEPT. 7 - WED.
CANCELLED
SEPT. 8 - THURS.
CASINO NIGHT

Featuring: Rolling Rock, Kamakazis, Drafts.

ALL EVENTS START AT 7:30

"EX 1982-83 FRATERNITY ALL
SPORTS CHAMPS!"

UNIVERSITY
TEST
PREPARATION
SERVICE

OBSIDIAN
will be holding an
Organizational Meeting

Early childhood and Elementary
Education Majors

Association for
Childhood Education

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
(including electrical appliances,
plants, plant and planter containers, etc.)

American Heart Your gift can make
Association
a difference.

Open House/Organizational
Meeting
September 12 - 7:00
070 Moseley Hall
Speaker will be Joyce Myles

Friday, September 9 at the
Club House, 134 N. Prospect

•

J

IKICAT-OAT-LSAT-GMAT-GRE
GRE PSYCH-GRE BIO-OCAT
VAT-MAT-SSAT-PSAT
SAT-ACHEVEIHENTS-ACT

*

J

Reminder!

*

\
%

UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

\

TOEFL • MSKP • NMBI .H .HI
Hi! Remember us?
Tim, Judy, Robin—
formerly of System Seven.
Now we are in o
more convenient location
for you. We ore in
Downtown BG located between
The Lobby and The French Knot
on South Main.

Hrs. M-F 8-5
Evening hrs. by oepl only

Phone
352-4810
107 S. Main

ECFMG • FLEX-VQERN BOS
NDBIJ-NPB
CPA-SPEED READING
Flcxibl* Program! 1 Houri

Visit Any Center And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO. OH
536-3701

1

MPtfN

EDUCATIONAL
C8NTIR
TEST eaCPARATIOK
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193,

Outside NY. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Centers in Major US Cities,Puerto Rico and Toronto, Canada

St. Thomas More
352-7555

SALE

For Further
Information
Please Call
I313I425-TEST

PREPARE FOR:

How you can accept
the invitation
to RENEW

BG WOMANS CLUB

LSAT
GMAT
GRE

Those interested in writing.
Editing or Advertising sates
should attend

f

Mandatory Meeting
of
Officers and Directors
TONIGHT
Room 119
7:30
Eppler Center

SEMINARS
NOW
FORMING
FOR 1983
OCT. & DEC

TONIGHT
7:30 pm
304 Moseley Hall

THE HOTEL
HAIRSTYLING
ROOM
IS"

UNIVERSITY
CLUB
SPORTS

AMERICAN
? CANCER
SOCIETY'

I

1

Milton's
on main
Informational Meeting

THURS., SEPT. 8,
6:30
Mileti Alumni Center
(Across from Harshman Quad)

Bring a Friend!

EVERY
WEDNESDAY
LADY'S NIGHT
Special Drinks
for Special Ladies
104 S. Main

%»««*8***«»*4l*f«V*84>»4>**4>4tf«»V

.J

